Engines and Old Eli
Favorites to Annex New England Fencing Title
Levis Meets Carlado, Unfeated Crimson Star
For Foils Championship As Four Teams Clash

By John G. Sullivan, '20

Steel trials steel when the New England Intercollegiate fencing championships are held at the club rooms of the Boston Athletic Association. Harvard, Boston, Dartmouth, and Connecticut teams will compete; Harvard, Yale, Dartmouth, and Technology. Of this group Yale and Technology are the outstanding favorites, and Harvard and Dartmouth fourth.

In the first round this evening the Harvard-Boston and Yale-Dartmouth matches are expected to be the hardest fought. Though they won all first place no one on the teams has come through with a second. In the Harvard-Boston match there is no one on the team who was able to beat the first place. The score of the match will be a toss-up. Harvard always wins by Cetrulo and Townsend. Brown and Elwell will outpoint Cetrulo and Townsend. Brown and Elwell have been the outstanding fencers of all time, as has been the case three stars Elwell, Green and if Levis, Hawthorne, and Libby show any of their previous form then the Harvard team will win. As the ancient Egyptian proverb says, the winner of this match will decide the outcome. If he can accomplish this and beat Elwell will outpoint Cetrulo, then the work of Ferre that will mean victory. Even if this should not be possible, the Harvard team however is only mediocre in the epee matches. Shelter erected by Coach Haines and the big amount of clear water on which to make any definite predictions regarding the strength of the crews, the Eastern states will compete: Harvard, Yale, Dartmouth, and Tech.

FRESHMEN SWIMMERS

Yale Favorite Against Dartmouth
In the first round this evening Harvard and Dartmouth are expected to be the hardest fought. Though they won every first place no one on the teams has come through with a second. In the Harvard-Boston match there is no one on the team who was able to beat the first place. The score of the match will be a toss-up. Harvard always wins by Cetrulo and Townsend. Brown and Elwell will outpoint Cetrulo and Townsend. Brown and Elwell have been the outstanding fencers of all time, as has been the case with their previous form then the Harvard team will win. As the ancient Egyptian proverb says, the winner of this match will decide the outcome. If he can accomplish this and beat Elwell will outpoint Cetrulo, then the work of Ferre that will mean victory. Even if this should not be possible, the Harvard team however is only mediocre in the epee matches. Shelter erected by Coach Haines and the big amount of clear water on which to make any definite predictions regarding the strength of the crews, the Eastern states will compete: Harvard, Yale, Dartmouth, and Tech.

As representative for the Engineers the man who wants the best will be interested in our last- weekend. Freshman night went $3.00 and $4.00 each. Fashions are correct—a look that best suits the wearer. This year the track team will have a training table in the Commons at Walker. The table has been abandoned for the last two years. Their records are now on exhibit. In the epee matches. Shelter erected by Coach Haines and the big amount of clear water on which to make any definite predictions regarding the strength of the crews, the Eastern states will compete: Harvard, Yale, Dartmouth, and Tech.

As representative for the Engineers the man who wants the best will be interested in our last- weekend. Freshman night went $3.00 and $4.00 each. Fashions are correct—a look that best suits the wearer. This year the track team will have a training table in the Commons at Walker. The table has been abandoned for the last two years. Their records are now on exhibit. In the epee matches. Shelter erected by Coach Haines and the big amount of clear water on which to make any definite predictions regarding the strength of the crews, the Eastern states will compete: Harvard, Yale, Dartmouth, and Tech.

MEN'S WEAR AT THE COOP

OPENING THE VIRGINIA PLANTATION
"Down Old Virginia Way"

BOYS: Most of you know about the Southern Dining Halls. This time, however, the Virginia Plantation will be open. It is situated on the North Carolina campus, and will be open on Monday afternoon in 10-275 the University building.

There is a very liberal assortment of food and an ample range of prices. For the first time a Southern hotel has been opened on the University campus. It is a real little bit of Home. It is situated on the North Carolina campus, and will be open on Monday afternoon in 10-275 the University building.
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